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ABI Research Ranks Trimble Top Provider of Commercial Fleet Telematics for Third
Consecutive Year
SUNNYVALE, Calif., Sept. 24, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- Trimble (NASDAQ: TRMB) announced today that it has been ranked as the
No.1 telematics service provider in ABI Research's 2015 Commercial Telematics Competitive Assessment for a third
consecutive year. The annual survey was assessed based on a variety of "implementation" and "innovation" criteria where
Trimble ranked as the top provider for both, which included market share of subscribers, vertical segmentation, quality and
reliability, range of product features and organization health. The survey analysed 20 global vendors serving the commercial
telematics industry.
For over 35 years, Trimble has developed advanced positioning solutions which, today, are used in over 150 countries and
span industries ranging from agriculture and construction to geospatial and utilities. For those organizations operating
workforces, vehicles and assets out in the field, Trimble technology can provide significant operational efficiencies and improve
productivity to transform work processes. As part of its portfolio, telematics has played a central role in Trimble's fleet solutions
as an area of both strength and growth, particularly in its Transportation & Logistics and Field Service Management Divisions,
which were recognized in the ABI report.
ABI Research said that Trimble's success can be attributed to its geographical footprint, wide range of innovative solutions and
technology versatility, organic growth, acquisitions and increasing subscriber base. Through its strategic acquisitions, no other
company offers the same depth and breadth of products and services to as many verticals in as many countries as Trimble.
"We are extremely pleased to be recognized as the leading telematics service provider by ABI Research for a third consecutive
year," said Brian McLaughlin, president of PeopleNet, a Trimble Company and part of the Transportation & Logistics Division.
"The ultimate metric of our success is to provide added value to our customers by developing best-in-class solutions that
deliver significant operational efficiencies. While we operate globally, our fleet mobility technology is tailored to meet the
individual needs of the customers and regions that we serve, ensuring that customer service, driver and vehicle safety and
regulatory compliance are met at the highest possible level."
"For businesses operating workforces, vehicles and assets out in the field, we have witnessed a clear demand for more flexible,
cloud-based solutions to help them in managing all aspects of their field operations," said John Cameron, general manager of
Trimble's Field Service Management Division. "Businesses are increasingly looking to integrate their fleet management
capabilities with plug-and-play hardware, mobility options, OEM implementations and open platforms, all of which Trimble has
added to its portfolio of solutions as part of its innovation strategy."
While the strength of Trimble's telematics solutions play a central role to the success of its Transportation & Logistics and Field
Service Management Divisions, its wider portfolio of solutions position Trimble as an end-to-end, productivity-based solutions
provider. As part of its global strategy, Trimble continues to focus on developing solutions and tools to empower workers in the
field with enhanced visibility to transform fleet and field service excellence.
About ABI Research
ABI Research provides in-depth analysis and quantitative forecasting of trends in global connectivity and other emerging
technologies. From offices in North America, Europe and Asia, ABI Research's worldwide team of experts advises thousands of
decision makers through 70+ research and advisory services. ABI Research's annual "Commercial Telematics" Competitive
Assessment is part of the company's Commercial Vehicle Telematics Research Service
(http://www.abiresearch.com/research/service/commercial-vehicle-telematics/), which provides detailed analytical and
quantitative information on developments in the commercial telematics industry around the world.
For more information visit: www.abiresearch.com or call +1-516-624-2500.
About Trimble
Trimble applies technology to make field and mobile workers in businesses and government significantly more productive.
Solutions are focused on applications requiring position or location—including surveying, construction, agriculture, fleet and
asset management, public safety and mapping. In addition to utilizing positioning technologies, such as GPS, lasers and optics,
Trimble solutions may include software content specific to the needs of the user. Wireless technologies are utilized to deliver

the solution to the user and to ensure a tight coupling of the field and the back office. Founded in 1978, Trimble is
headquartered in Sunnyvale, Calif.
For more information, visit: www.trimble.com.
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